Abstract. The Louisiana waterthrush has two main song forms, termed the primary and extended songs. Each has distinctive behavioural correlates. A flexible interactive playback procedure was used that is especially suited for investigating how the different songs uttered by birds responding to a simulated territorial intruder inform about the singer's behaviour. Subjects that approached in response to playback of either song form sang mostly extended songs. All uttered their longest extended songs in correlation with approach flights. In contrast, before playback, subjects that were not near other waterthrushes sang predominantly primary songs. Naturalistic observations of the subjects and other individuals support the distinction between the behavioural correlates of the two song forms. These observations also suggest that, when singing primary songs and incomplete variants of primary songs, individuals less actively approach or seek out other birds. To facilitate comparisons between species, such singers can be described as taking less initiative to interact. The results of this study, the first using these interactive playback procedures on an oscine species, are comparable to those previously obtained with three species of suboscine tyrannid flycatchers. This similarity suggests that providing information about the extent to which a singer will take the initiative to interact, by approaching or seeking out other birds, may be a widespread property of songs.
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The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
To what extent do birds, by singing, render their behaviour more predictable to other individuals? If members of a species have more than one kind of song (i.e. a 'song repertoire': Kroodsma 1982), can they engender different predictions about their behaviour by uttering different songs? In experiments with several species of tyrannid flycatchers, we have shown that different songs correlate with different activities and thus differ in the behaviour they make predictable (e.g. Smith 1988; Smith & Smith 1992, in press a, b). More specifically, an individual signals about the extent to which it will take, or defer to, other individuals, what might be described as 'interactional initiative'. That is, with some songs a bird takes the initiative in seeking out and approaching other individuals. With other songs it takes minimal initiative in fostering interactions; for instance, singing while remaining alone, which leaves it up to others to decide whether to approach the singer.
To separate different actions experimentally, so that correlations can be sought between behaviour and a subject's selection of song forms, it is necessary to simulate an intrusion and engage the bird in active attempts to interact. Such simulation is difficult with playback techniques based on fixed speaker positions and timing of successive played-back vocalizations. Instead, in studying first tyrannids and now other species, we have developed a more flexible procedure in which we actively respond to the subject's moves. This procedure enables us to investigate, in simplified circumstances, behaviour that is infrequent, difficult to observe and complicated by chaotic intervals as opponents dispute in natural encounters.
We report here application of the interactive playback procedure to an oscine, a member of the paruline subfamily whose songs have been much studied (Spector 1992 
